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Your September 2017 Conscious 

Calendars Astro Forecast 
 

OVERVIEW: Get ready for the next wave 

of change. TWO BIG CHANGES COME 
IN SEPTEMBER! And you receive TWO 

free classes LIVE with Kathleen (three if 
you opened you email on August 28) on 

these topics. 
 

Now that you are through the tumultuous 
eclipses of August there are two important 

influences that will affect everyone FOR A 
YEAR and for 18 MONTHS. Jupiter sets the 

tone for an entire year AND the Eclipse 
cycle sets a new pattern for 18 months, 

both are shifting in September. 
 

MERCURY: Plus Mercury goes direct on 

Sept 5 and finishes bringing you answers 
while you integrate how you can 

communicate differently through Sept 19. 
 

Will Mercury, the planet of communication, going direct on Sept 5th help some of the 
world politics and “lack of conversation” happening between N. Korea and the rest of the 

world?  Well, Sept 2 – 9 will be the most unstable, for contentious political conversations, 
since these are the days that Mercury crosses the ‘points of the solar eclipse’ in the sky. 

This is a rare case where Sept 5 will not bring as much relief when it goes direct.  
 

AND the energy of the eclipses are about REVERSAL – so there is a very good chance that 
some of the players in the world conversation about N. Korea will make a reversal of 

previous statements (as if they never said previous statements). 
 

PERSONAL: As for communications in your personal life, expect interruptions, and some 

confusion during this time, and look for where YOU can communicate differently.  Mars 
with Mercury and Rahu will have many of us spinning and wanting things done yesterday, 

while feeling like nothing is getting done. Try to develop listening skills in conversation, 
and expand patience and kindness, especially with yourself.  These are the best antidotes 

to ANY misunderstanding during this time.  
 

 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
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How to apply this in your life? Large contracts, agreements, or purchases are not 

suggested to sign during this time period Sept 2 - 9. For smaller orders or purchases, 
just plan on adjusting those orders, or needing to return or exchange parts of things 

purchased especially on Sept 2 and Sept 7 are the hot button days. Reading ancient, 
old or historical texts is suggested during this time – and delving into the details of 

spiritual practices is recommended through Sept 9.    
 

JUPITER IN LIBRA:  

Jupiter changes constellations on September 11, 2017 – setting up an entire new 

energy for everyone for an entire year – through October 11, 2018. This timing is 

listed on the bottom of your Conscious Calendar. 

 

For those of you who had sessions with me, and heard about the changes in 

September for your career, living situation or romance…the Jupiterian New Year 

has begun! 

 

Jupiter is the greatest of the benefic, or good giving planets. Jupiter is the teacher 

of teachers and brings vision, luck, kindness, opportunity and expansion to the 

constellation or sign where it resides. On Sept 11, 2017 Jupiter moves into the 

constellation of Libra. Depending on which house Libra ‘lights up’ in your personal 

Vedic Birth Chart, then Jupiter will be expanding those qualities in your life – if 

Libra is your Sun, Moon or Ascendant in the Vedic system, then these will be years 

of positive growth, opportunity and possibly romance!  

Jupiter brings a fatherly protection, vision, love and care to all things related to 

Libra for the next 13 months. 

 

The Good News: YOU get a free class on this topic on September 4, 2017 at 

6PM Pacific Time just for being a subscriber – you get extra perks being a 

subscriber! 

 

Look in your email for the LIVE class link or reach out to 

support@consciouscalendars.com If nothing is appearing to happen when you click 

the link, it’s because I am not there LIVE and teaching, yet…just tune in at your 

local time on Monday at 6PM Pacific Time.  (Of course the LIVE Mercury did not get 

recorded, even though I thought it was…so I will have to RE-record that Mercury 

class for all of you who missed it. For now, you have the slides that I shared for 

the Mercury class on Aug. 28 in your monthly Astro Forecast location, and in your 

Mercury Learning Center, also new in your Bonus section.) 

 

 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
https://zoom.us/j/578597729
mailto:support@consciouscalendars.com
http://consciouscalendars.com/september-2017-astro-forecast/
http://consciouscalendars.com/mlc/
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ECLIPSE PATTERN SHIFTS SEPT 9, 2017 

Will this change bring adventure, travel, change in living situation, or 

relationship and work stress that is asking you to bring your spirituality 

INTO that area of life? 

The eclipse patterns always bring change – in this case – to Capricorn and 

Cancer constellations. How you embrace this change and instability can help 

become part of your stories of triumph or can be the stimulus of breakdown which 

is trying to bring you to breakthroughs.  

 

Either way, it is all about spiritual growth and change and rising to the challenges 

that life brings (if Capricorn and Cancer are significant signs for you, for some, this 

is actually a time of relief if Leo and Aquarius eclipses were stressing you out.) 

There will be an overlap of the ‘theme’ and lessons that lit up in the August 

eclipses playing themselves out in your life for six months, while the new theme of 

the eclipses now lights up Cancer constellation and Capricorn for the next 18 

months.  

Anyone with significant planets in those constellations, will feel and see some 

major life changes. Not to worry, these are the rites of passage, or 

transformational experiences which make life rich and deep.  

Think about any major time in your life…marriage, having children, passing of 

family members, change of career, moving homes, a difficult vacation that was no 

vacation, a period of illness – these might have been challenging times, but they 

also are what give us memories and show us the ‘stuff’ we are made of – and 

most importantly, usually show us what is most important in life to us.  

Get ready for the next phase of change and growth for many of you! 

As you can see from the SLIDE image below, September is anything but 

sleepy. 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
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FIRST WEEK OF SEPT: Wow, what a week! Sept 1 - 6: Full Moon, 2 Green Days, 

Mercury Goes Direct, and 2 Yellow Days. 

Reflect on where you are focusing your energy and what is fueling your actions 

and communications now. There are 2 Green Days on September 3 & 4 (GO 

days for social, communication and commercial pursuits). 

2 Yellow Days on Sep 5 & 6 (extra spicy drama if not ready to divert the energy). 

Mercury goes Direct September 5, which happens to be a Yellow Day or day of 

potential drama. Sept 5 is also the day OF, or the day before the Full Moon, 

depending on your location.  

*Times of Full Moon for a few time zones are listed at the top of the Conscious 

Calendar and are listed below. 

Mars has moved into Leo, so as a reminder - This is a time where you might be 

feeling like you are getting more done and moving forward because your passion 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
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can be directed to good work and your intense focus on something can actually 

help you to detoxify or clear out your house or end what is not healthy for you. 

At the same time, you want to practice what you are going to say or learn to just 

hold your tongue in a different way (Like with positive regard for others if they 

seem triggered in a conversation. You can say something like: "Wow,that must be 

such a difficult thing to experience." Which is a lovely way to honor what someone 

is going through and taking the focus off yourself and what you are doing.) which 

deflects from your sharing that you are clearing or detoxing or getting things 

done!  

Remember, stay focused on what you are doing while remembering "it is not 

about you" in conversation with others. That will deliver you the best results of the 

ever changing energy week. 

Mars is helping you to move things along, while Saturn is shining its searing light 

on the entire constellation of Leo - making sure you are not appearing to be self-

congratulatory - so that you do not insult or accidentally step on toes or say 

anything you might regret.  

Use the energy and intensity to clear things out and change what you are doing, 

just be extra mindful of what you say, since drama is in the air on all Yellow Days 

through September 9, 2017.   

That Mars, Rahu and Mercury combination can stir the pot quickly. Thin skinned 

people will continue to react with lower vibration comments.  

Walk away, especially on Yellow Days through Sept 9; find the higher road of 

kindness and compassion, it is there. 

 

Mercury Goes Direct September 5 Lessons of this Mercury retrograde – slides 

and class on this Mercury Retrograde (available for subscribers only!). 

 

Full Moon in Aquarius – a Yellow Day because the moon is 

with the influences which bring CHANGE to how you can 

heal your mind and body.  

Shatabhishak is the lunar mansion of the full moon, and is a 

special place in the sky which connects with magical healing 

powers embedded within you and your 7th Chakra. (Image is 

painted by my dear friend and master Dutch artist Pieter Weltevrede – please 

do not use the image unless you give him credit. Pieter is also coming to Seattle 

the end of September, if you would like to learn from him or see his heart melting 

original art, please email myself or Erika in support@consciouscalendars.com ). 

 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
http://consciouscalendars.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Mercury-Retrograde-in-Leo-2017-Class.pdf
http://consciouscalendars.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Mercury-Retrograde-in-Leo-2017-Class.pdf
mailto:support@consciouscalendars.com
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FULL MOON PRACTICE – TEACHING FROM KATHLEEN: So, this full moon 

might feel ungrounded if you have not planned for some special quiet time to tap 

into your hidden knowledge and tap into the window and light of the higher 

chakras. *** Try focusing your closed eyes, just beyond the tip of your nose, and 

then relax your eyes. Something magical happens at the 6th chakra when you do 

this. It is a Taoist form of meditation which activates the center of your head. 

Relax into it and breath easy. Do not ‘make’ anything happen, allowing is where 

the healing is.  

 

Full Moon in Aquarius occurs Sep 5: 

Hawaii @ 9:02 PM  

or Sep 6: 

Vancouver @ 12:02 AM / Guadalajara @ 2:02 AM / New York @ 3:02 AM 

Paris @ 9:02 AM / Taipei @ 3:02 PM / Sydney @ 5:02 PM 

 

New Moon in Virgo – first time all the planets are direct 

during a new moon since January! The energy of the solar 

system travelling through you is finally going to feel more 

clear. 

This sets the next two weeks as a powerful time of healing 

your body with new herbal regimens or learning something 

new, a language, music, studying a new topic in your life, or cleaning up 

your finances (a type of healing for many). 

 

(Image is painted by my dear friend and master Dutch artist Pieter Weltevrede 

– please do not use the image unless you give him credit. Want to learn from him 

the end of September? Just email us. ) 

 

New Moon in Virgo occurs on Sept 19: 

Mount Shasta @ 22:30 or 11:30 pm  

Or Sep 20: 

5:29 AM UTC / 6:29 AM London / 1:29 AM EDT 

 

Conscious Calendars is based in Vedic Astrology and shows you the cosmic 

energies at play and how they may affect you, family & friends, and environment 

around you. 

 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
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Detailed September 2017 update 
 

Sept 1 Mercury is still retrograde, the Moon is waxing on its 12th lunar day 

towards full.  

Sept 2 Mercury crosses the ever important POINT/ DEGREE of the total solar 

eclipse. Notice that Mercury is still retrograding, so it will re-cross this point again 

– you have dome deep opportunities from Sept 2 – 9 to dive deep into some 

ancient spiritual learning or reading. 

September 3 & 4 (GO days for social, communication and commercial pursuits). 

Sept 5 *** Mercury goes Direct in Leo, the Moon is full in Aquarius aligned with 

Ketu and is a Yellow Day.   

The moon is with the influences which bring CHANGE to how you can heal 

your mind and body.  

Shatabhishak is the lunar mansion of the full moon in Aquarius, and is a special 

place in the sky which connects with magical healing powers embedded within you 

and your 7th Chakra. 

 

TEACHING: So, this full moon might feel ungrounded if you have not planned for 

some special quiet time to tap into your hidden knowledge and tap into the 

window and light of the higher chakras.  

 

*** Try focusing your closed eyes, just beyond the tip of your nose, and then 

relax your eyes. Something magical happens at the 6th chakra when you do this. It 

is a Taoist form of meditation which activates the center of your head. Relax into it 

and breathe easy. Do not ‘make’ anything happen, allowing is where the healing 

is.  

Full Moon in Aquarius occurs Sep 5: 

Hawaii @ 9:02 PM  

or Sep 6: 

Vancouver @ 12:02 AM / Guadalajara @ 2:02 AM / New York @ 3:02 AM 

Paris @ 9:02 AM / Taipei @ 3:02 PM / Sydney @ 5:02 PM 

Sept 7 OK! Mercury crosses for a second time the exact point of the total 

solar eclipse while being sandwiched between the aggressive energies of Mars 

and Rahu…leading to potential blurting out of emotions from ‘chips on shoulder’, or 
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reactive conditioning. ANY pause you can practice today, ANY patience or kindness 

or compassion you can find today will be transforming your ability to speak, 

express and communicate in ripples forward into your future.  

These choices are almost as important as your choices of what you DID back on 

the total solar eclipse for your spiritual deepening. 

 

Having clear boundaries that allow you to stand in compassion, while reversing 

any co-dependencies or being clear about what you really need will have positive 

repercussions in your life and energy field. There is a chance of deep healing here 

– this is NOT about foisting your needs on others but finding a way to reverse 

unhealthy patterns of communication. 

September 8 * Last Green Day of this type for another 12 years!  

 

Let this Green Day of soft, mild tenderness build joy and connection in your life. 

Typically called the ‘great date’ kind of Green Day, this is a day to find healing in 

music, your voice, in dancing, feeling the grass under your feet or body, 

connecting with yourself in some healing way.   

What does your soul long to do today?  

Listen in and help your inner wisdom lead you to something nourishing today.  

The Moon is in Revati in Pisces opposite Jupiter in the itsy bitsy, wee last 

degrees of Virgo. 

 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
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Sept 9 Reminding you that even though the week of Sept 9 – 15 looks quiet at 

first glance… 

the special half-planets of Rahu and Ketu move into Cancer and Capricorn 

today. This sets a pattern for the next 18 months – and WHAT you do on 

the eclipses every six months during this period affects what Capricorn 

and Cancer represent in your life. Learn more about how to use the 

eclipses for your growth in your bonus Mega Red Day Report. The next set 

of eclipses occurs Jan 31 and Feb 1. 

 

Watch the class I have shared with you on the theme of the Eclipse 

Pattern changing beginning on Monday Sept 11 at 6PM Pacific Time LIVE 

with me, and Q & A – or watch the replay in your Bonus area.  

 

Sept 11  Jupiter moves into Libra – the constellation of harmony, 

balance, diplomacy and of enjoying to connect in groups of people. 

Libra is ‘ruled’ by Venus in the Vedic system, so when Jupiter moves into Libra, the 

two great spiritual teachers Jupiter and Venus are now connected in a special 

way all year long. Our 4th and 5th chakras will be activated in new and profound 

ways, IF we practicing in a way that lets the light in. 

 

Ironically, enough, the class on the eclipse pattern is set for Monday Sept 11 and 

the class on Jupiter is set for Monday Sept 4.  

 

Both classes can be watched in replay in your bonus area.  

September 16 & 17 First two Yellow Days of this flavor for the next 18 

months!  

The Moon is in a deeply spiritual and flowing place called Pushya in Cancer 

constellation. The flowing nature of water will make this a Yellow Day, only if you 

are trying to get a lot done this day. If you are able to go with the flow all day 

long, then you might be surprised at the insights and way you went about projects 

or work.  

Sept 19 Red Day 

The day before the New Moon around the world. Since the New moon occurs so 

late in the day for Pacific Time, this is the lowest lunar energy of the month. A 

great time to relax and journal, replenish, stretch and not over do in any exercise 

regimen. Make sure to get plenty of sleep on Sept 18 and 19 to allow you to 

harness the theme of the new Moon in Virgo for new healing patterns.  
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Sept 20 New Moon in Virgo 

New Moon in Virgo – first time all the planets are direct 

during a new moon since January 2017!  

 

Use the direct energy, to tell yourself the TRUTH about your dialy 

routines – by being honest, you can also begin to see where you 

want to make a change.  

 

The energy of the solar system travelling through you is finally going to feel more 

clear. 

This sets the next two weeks as a powerful time of healing your body with new 

herbal regimens or learning something new, a language, music, studying a new 

topic in your life, or cleaning up your finances (a type of healing for many). 

 

Sept 23 Mild Green Day Moon is in Libra with the newly shifted Jupiter ~  

Expand how you connect with others, this is a great time to join a group 

of some kind, deepen your learning and connecting with yourself through 

your voice, singing or chanting. 

 

Today I teach the full day event in Seattle: 

the Power of Sound Prosperity Experience 

where you can discover and experience an 

entire day of mapping your personal forms of 

prosperity, connect with high vibration people, 

and learn special prosperity practices all in a 

nourishing environment in Seattle. Join us. 

 

 

 

 

Sept 26 Mercury moves into Virgo –  

This happens once a year, often in the fall. 

Mercury is the planet of value, and commerce in Virgo and can bring great 

opportunities to those in sales, marketing, technology (Bill Gates has his Mercury 

in Virgo after all). 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
http://www.lbhappiness.com/events/
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But because this time around, Jupiter will not be with the Mercury, the level of 

expansion that some of you felt last year will not be as great. It will still be a time 

to make changes in finances which could save you money, or make changes in 

investments and most importantly changes to your health routine that slow down 

the nervous system will be needed during this time. Mercury in Virgo keeps the 

mind and nerves moving quickly, so balancing this will be important.  

 

Drink green tea, and try to meditate every day if you are a Gemini or Virgo 

ascendant or Moon. 

 

Sept 30 Yellow Day Moon in Capricorn  

This is a Yellow Day that asks you to take extra time to listen to your intuition. Not 

all is revealed, yet. It is the start of a new process.  

 

The Moon is in Shravana lunar mansion, on the tenth day of the waxing moon.  

This is the first Yellow Day of this type for the next 18 months!  

 

OVERVIEW OF KETU IN CAPRICORN 

All Yellow Days in Capricorn will now be with the influence of Ketu which propels 

us toward our spiritual practices (action is associated with Capricorn the 10th 

zodiac sign connected with Earth and work), while Ketu can also make for 

ungrounded days.  So, doing our practices or meditating or changing our 

expectations on these kinds of Yellow Days makes the day become lemonade, 

instead of filled with lemons on your road. 

 

As you can see, what at first appeared to be a quiet month, is filled with 

change and the ability to set the tone for the rest of your 2017!  

 

Be prosperous and connect with the people and groups you love now, and 

life will expand to meet your dreams. Want to join me with a group of 

powerful and expanding prosperity women to change your 2018? Check 

out the Women, Prosperity and Power Group 

 

 

Written and prepared by Kathleen M Whalen M.S. Acupuncture and Oriental 

medicine, Founder of Conscious Calendars 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
http://www.womenprosperitypower.com/

